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The Spirit

Praying with the Yaquis

Many Paths on the Journey of Faith . . .
The focus of this edition of The Spirit is how the Catholic Church can help guide and support our decision 
making during our personal faith journey.  Many times, throughout our lifetime, we try to reconcile who 
we are with who we would like to be in relation to our faith.  Traditionally, baptism is the beginning of a 
lifelong journey into the inner depths of our souls.  Whether we are baptized early in life, or we choose to do 
so in later years, our Catholicism is a continual voyage of reconciliation with God during which we try to 
embrace the teachings of Jesus Christ,.  
No one can control the parameters or intensity of our individual faith, but being aware of the faith journeys 
of others can inspire and provide insight into the complexity and inherent spirituality that accompanies our 
individual journeys.  The following articles present the thoughts and reflections of some of our Sacred Heart 
parishioners and religious leaders whose faith journeys are guided by various ministries and their personal 
commitments to Christ.  Going beyond the boundaries of Sacred Heart we also explore the merging of 
traditional cultures with the catholic faith through the reflections of Bishop Quinn and others.

Pope Benedict XVI’s  recent visit to the United States was a 
reminder to us just how difficult faith journeys can be.  As the 
church looks to right the wrongs of the past, Pope Benedict’s 
timely visit integrated hope with a provocative and inspiring vision   
His praise of United States as land of opportunity and hope was 
tempered by his recognition of injustices endured by many including 
native American peoples.  Bishop Quinn reflects on his work with 
the Yaqui Native Americans in Arizona.

Bishop Francis A. Quinn’s move to Mercy McMahon 
Terrace this past Fall has become a blessing for the 
parishioners at Sacred Heart.  His inspirational homilies 
and his reverent sharing of the Eucharist have moved 

many parishioners to examine their individual faith journeys.   

Bishop Quinn’s own journey of faith was enhanced after his retirement from the 
Sacramento Diocese. Relieved from the burden of responsibilities and the time 
constraints associated with being a Bishop, he found more time to focus on his faith, 
especially during Mass, prayer, and his daily readings 

It was his work with the Yaqui Native Americans, however, that had a most profound 
impact on his faith.     Inspired by the courage of the Yaquis, the simplicity of their 
culture, their honesty, and their ability to integrate the teachings of the Gospel into their 
daily life and rituals, Bishop Quinn embraced their spirituality.  

After his retirement from the Diocese of Sacramento, Bishop Quinn moved to the 
Diocese of Tucson, Arizona, to minister to several Native American tribes including the 
Yaquis.  He served in that Diocese for 13 years as an associate pastor.  During this time, 
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he gained insight into their culture and was profoundly affected. 

Bishop Quinn elaborates on the faith of his beloved Yaquis and how 
their journey of faith is significant to our own spirituality  “Historically, 
the seeds of faith for the Yaquis in Arizona were planted late in the 
17th century by Eusebio Kino, a committed Jesuit missionary.  At 
the time Junipero Serra was converting Indians in California to the 
Catholic faith, Kino was ministering to the natives of what was then 
Mexico (and later the Southwest of the USA).    The zeal and courage 
of Kino, along with other Jesuits who worked with him, effectively 
communicated a European model of Catholicism to the Yaquis.  
While many argue that the imposition of 
a European model of Catholicism was too 

intrusive for the Native American tribes, the enduring value of the contributions 
of the Jesuits, and later the Franciscan missionaries has been recognized by 
many.”

According to Bishop Quinn, the Yaquis, despite multiple historical, economical, 
and cultural obstacles, have continued to embrace their Catholicism for the past 
three centuries.  Considering that 85% of the Yaquis are Catholic, Bishop Quinn 
attributes much of their spiritualism to the vision and leadership of the clergy 
and religious leaders in the Catholic Church.  He is deeply moved by the Yaquis’ 
ability to forgive and to embrace their spirituality despite the adversity and 
injustices of the past and their present conditions of poverty.  

Bishop Quinn’s immersion in the Yaquis culture reinforced his belief that by understanding people’s 
culture, by studying them, by knowing them, and embracing them, we better understand we are all brothers 
and sisters in God’s eyes.  He feels that the parishioners at Sacred Heart have a wonderful opportunity in 
our diocese to be aware of cultures through our diverse clergy and through the rich diversity of individuals 
throughout the diocese.  He quotes James Joyce in citing the literal meaning of the word catholic: “Here 
comes everybody.”   For more information on Bishop Quinn and his work with Native Americans see www.
diocese-sacramento.org/herald/articles/050122quinn.html; http://www.newvisiononline.org/bishopquinn.
html.  There is also an interesting web page on the celebration of Easter by the Yaquis at http://www.
rimjournal.com/arizyson/easter.htm.

Regina Sanchez is full-blooded American Indian whose faith journey has been a blending of 
Native American culture with a deep Catholic faith   Her heritage, from the Pueblos Indians in 
New Mexico, has provided her with a rich tradition of  prayer and worship which spiritually 
enhanced her tribe’s and her own  acceptance of the Catholic Faith.  In Regina’s own words...

I grew up on a small reservation in New Mexico called San Felipe Pueblo, 
where my family still resides. I come from a proud beautiful people who are 
simple but rich in history and faith. For as long as I can remember, my family 
and people have embraced the Catholic Church, right along with our Native 
rituals and beliefs.  Long before Spain or Mexico invaded the Pueblos in New 
Mexico, we were blessed with our own way of prayer and worship through 
song, dance and daily rituals. 

Following a Path Rich in Traditions by Regina Sánchez

. . . continued from page 1 Praying with the Yaquis
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Leading to Another Journey . . . by Pam Milchrist

After interviewing Bishop Quinn for this newsletter Pam Milchrist was inspired to contribute 
to the Yaquis Bishop Quinn spoke so fondly of.  She contacted a friend of hers to contribute 
soccer outfits for the children.  She then enrolled several family members to assist her in 
cleaning the equipment and drove to Arizona to deliver it herself and meet the people Bishop 
Quinn mentioned in his interview.  This is an account of her journey.

My recent journey to a Native American reservation in Tucson, Arizona, was 
meant to be a simple dropping off of soccer shoes and clothing to the Diocese 
of Tucson.  The items were all donated by the Sacramento Greenwood 
Soccer club.  After hearing of Bishop Quinn’s work with the Yaqui Native 

Americans, a coach in the club, George Agajan, arranged for the donations. 

Rather than have Bishop Quinn pay for the postage, I volunteered to personally deliver the goods.  I 
was prepared for a long monotonous drive in the desert and a quick delivery.  The drive was long, but the 
delivery was anything but quick.  I was privileged to spend the day with close friends of Bishop Quinn.  The 
graciousness and depth of faith of Bishop Quinn’s beloved friends inspired me to reflect on my own faith.  I’m 



There are many stories of old passed down of miracles and faith brought on by the church despite the 
atrocities upon my people with the coming of Spain. Churches were built and people were forced to practice 
rituals which were foreign to them. As a Native people, the Pueblos were one of the fortunate few, who were 
able to hang on to the old ways of worship by going underground. But because of miracles my people saw in 
the church, they embraced the new way as well as keeping our old ways intact. Not long after that, some of 
the pueblo celebrations were incorporated into the church calendar, and people began blending the two belief 
systems.

Through oral history, rituals were passed down from the ancient ones who came many generations before us. 
While our own ways of prayer and worship are very much alive today, I was fortunate to have my amazing 
parents who did an incredible job of blending the two ways of prayer and worship for us.  My sister and I have 
always remained deeply rooted in both traditions.  My parents drew parallels for us in each song and gesture 
in dance to the parts of the Mass. As a family, we worshipped with the community on a daily basis in the 
rituals of old.  On Sundays, we worshipped with the same community in the Catholic Church that was built in 
our village. My parents always taught us that God gave each group of people different gifts of speech, song 
and dance…but that all was worship and that all led to one summit, one God, our Creator.

Coming to Sacramento as a young teen and not having the daily rituals of the pueblo, I felt incomplete. 
Years later, when I became a parent, it became even more important that I had a faith and belief system that 
I could teach my child.  I realized then that I always had my Catholic faith. I had to draw on that, as well as 
my parents’ teachings. I raised my son, Philip, with the same belief system my parents raised me with…a rich 
and strong oral history with no boundaries of a limitless God…but at the same time the rich traditions of the 
Catholic Church, in the community of Sacred Heart Parish which has always embraced and loved us so well. 

In the end, I owe my deepest respect and gratitude to three spiritual advisers who have guided me in my 30 
years in Sacramento: the first is Carl Steinauer, who taught me that when a man puts on a collar as a priest, 
that does not define him as a man of God… but that, when a man puts on God… that defines him as a man 
of God; the next is Bishop Francis Quinn, who along with my parents’ taught me there was a joy in every 
celebration of our rich rituals and drew no boundaries on how I practiced my faith or beliefs; and lastly, our 
pastor, Father Walton, who taught me to believe and understand who I was, and how strong I am as a woman 
and as a sister in faith.

Following a Path Rich in Tradition. . . continued from page 2
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My faith journey has taken many turns since I was in high school, ranging from 
questioning my faith to eventually re-affirming my belief in God and in the 
Church community.  My involvement in two Newman Centers (St. Andrew’s 
– UC Riverside; University Catholic Center – UCLA)  provided the backdrop 
during my formative years as I searched for answers to questions related to the 
Catholic Church, to God, and to what I perceived may be my role in the church 
community. 

Although my faith and prayer life seemed quite fulfilled near the end of my 
college years and during the beginning of my medical school years, it wasn’t 
until I got married and started having kids that I began to realize my role in my 
church and in what I felt God called me to be and to do.  It wasn’t until I started 

my career in medicine and psychiatry that I began to realize my role as a healer of the mind and the body 
followed in the footsteps of Jesus, the healer of spiritual ills.  Recently when my children started their own 
faith formation I became awed by the presence of God and the Holy Spirit in their growth and development.  

As a youth minister for the Sacred Heart Youth Group, my faith has been further solidified as I now have 

. . . and Coming Full Circle by Joe Sison

The Sacred Heart Religious Education Program (previously known as CCD) is coordinated by Kristin Hansen, ably assisted by 
Cheryl Holben, Mary Ann Whitney, Ann Sadler, and Chris Brocchini who are the middle school teachers in the program.  This 
program is designed for the students in the parish who do not attend a catholic school.

Traditionally, the religious education program focuses on preparing the 
children for the various sacraments through classroom study.  This year, 
however, it has been expanded to include community service activities to 
help the poor, hungry, and neglected.  

The work in the community is voluntary.  To date, the twenty-one 
students in the program have already tallied 226 hours of service.  The 

projects these enthusiastic young 
people have volunteered for have 
helped them in their own personal faith journeys.  

You may have heard participants from the program speaking at Mass 
where they have encouraged parishioners to help support the Sacramento 
Food Bank and Family Services, and the Annual Catholic Appeal.  Some 
of their accomplishments include:  preparing lunches for homeless children 
at the Mustard Seed School,  preparing 
meals at the Sacramento Food Bank, 

participating in the “Run to Feed the Hungry,” and setting up a Christmas 
tree at a local convalescent home.  Additionally, they have helped with the 
Children’s Church on Sundays during the 9:30 Mass.   

The simple act of handing a Food Bank client a hot beverage has helped 
these young people feel God’s presence as they reach out in kindness to 
others.  The accompanying pictures tell their story.

. . .A Journey Serving the Community



by Chris Brocchini

Continued on page 6 . . .
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Disciples on the Journey is a ministry that gives parishioners the opportunity 
to meet in small faith-sharing groups during the season of Lent,  reflect on 
the Sunday readings and strengthen their faith as they journey towards the 
celebration of Easter.  Each year, more than 100 parishioners sign up for one of 
the small groups.  They do so for a variety of reasons . . . perhaps as a way to 
add more prayer to their Lenten season, to learn more about their faith, to read 
more scripture, to meet more parishioners.  Some who have recently returned to 
the Church are just seeking “more.”  Whatever the reason is, one can be sure that 
journeying together is always a transformative process.

Many participants have expressed that this is just what they needed to deepen 
their faith and spirituality; that it is a blessing to reflect and renew one’s faith during a season of honest self-
reflection and increased compassion for our society.  But what stands out to many is that each year they meet 
a parishioner or two that they never knew before.  Perhaps they were just a familiar face, or maybe they had 
never even crossed paths before.   However, during the hour or so that they reflect on the Scripture each week, 
that person becomes a new friend with whom they have shared not only their faith, but a deeper understanding 
of themselves and of their journey together as a community.

Personally, I’ve learned that there are some amazing and spirit-filled Catholics in our parish.  I’ve learned 
that although we come prepared to read, listen and reflect together on the Scripture, when we open our hearts 
and minds, the Holy Spirit always leads our group in a direction we never expected.  The Word touches our 
lives as we share our thoughts on what the Sunday Scripture means for us, and we listen and learn from each 
other without judgment.   It’s a framework that allows us to be true disciples- simply defined as “students” of 
Christ.

. . . Disciples on the Journey . . . by Amy Sparks

First Steps on the Journey . . .



Joining the Catholic Church and being baptized as an adult can be a profound experience 
that significantly impacts one’s spirituality.  This year, through the leadership of several 
parishioners, the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults program (RCIA) is experimenting 
with a new Pre-RCIA program that focuses on the message of the Apostle’s Creed. This 
new program is the first step on the Faith journey of those who participate in RCIA and 
ultimately embrace Catholicism.

A small group from Sacred Heart Church’s RCIA leadership team 
formalized and expanded its Catholic inquiry classes to help newcomers 

better understand the Catholic Faith. These pre-R.C.I.A. sessions form the first steps of what is hoped will lead 
to full reception into the Catholic Church.  In planning this new curriculum under the direction of Sr. Mary 
Martin, team members Josette Borland, Mary Domyancic, Tim Flanigan, Catherine Liberatore, and Gabriel 
McAuliffe met in January 2008 to address questions such as:  Who is God?  Why believe in a personal God? 
Who is Jesus Christ?  What is Sacred Scripture?  Why be Catholic?  What does the Catholic Church really 
believe?  What are the Sacraments?

To address these vital questions, the team designed a curriculum based on the Apostles’ Creed, which 
represents the truth of our faith.  Each week a truth is examined and leads to a dialogue between the leaders 
and the participants.

The team hopes each of these particpants will complete the ten-session journey with the desire to enter into 
greater intimacy with Jesus, a newfound or increased love for the Bible, and a sense of warm welcome into the 
Sacred Heart parish.  While the team works diligently to implement their new curriculum, it hopes many of 
those attending the program will ultimately request entrance into the Catholic Church.

by Gabriel McAuliffe and  
Catherine Liberatore   
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The newsletter staff welcomes your 
suggestions and submissions.  Please 

contact Sr. Martin at 452-4830.
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D id You  K now?

 ...� over 100 parishioners participated in 
the Disciples on the Journey program this 
Lenten season?

 ...� the crosses which we received on 
Palm Sunday come from six villages in 
Tanzania and represent a crucial source of 
income for the local population?

 ...� the Sacred Heart School got fifth 
place in the 2008 Academic Decathlon 
competition.  The Academic Decathlon 
is an invitation only event for selected 
students in the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade.  
Olivia Godby took 1st place in Science, 
and Deren Guidara took 2nd place in 

Social Studies.  Good job.

 ...� the seventh graders received the Sac-
rament of Confirmation on February 8?

 ...� the Ten Great Dates program will be 
starting up again in September?

 ...� Father Thomas Green suggests that 
in order to deal with a personal issue you 
need to “Name it, Claim it, Tame it, and 
give the process a lifetime?”

 ...� Sacred Heart Church has new emer-
gency lights outside the front entrance?   
Hopefully they won’t be needed very 
often.

 ...� we have eight new ministers in train-
ing to be lectors?

 ...� the second graders received Commu-
nion for the first time on Saturday May 3?

 ...� twenty-five people  had the privilege 
of receiving the Sacraments of Initia-
tion at the Easter Vigil on Holy Saturday 
night?  The group was honored to have 
Bishop Quinn confer the Sacrament of 
Confirmation.

 ...� a red brick house was seen traveling 
from 39th Street to 49th Street?  This was 
Sister Martin’s former home.  Father Wal-
ton and Sister Mary Martin waved goodby 
at it passed Sacred Heart Church.  It is not 
every house that gets such a joy ride.

 ...� The Confirmation class participated 
in the foot washing ceremony during 
the 7 pm Mass on Holy Thursday ?  Six 
students from the Religious Education 
class and six students from the 7th grade at 
Sacred Heart School were invited to have 
their feet washed.

. . .  continued from page 3

Coming Full Circle. . .  continued from page 4

not sure if it was the simplicity of the missions where Native American 
culture was integrated into the rituals of the Mass and the actual design 
of the missions, or if it was the spirituality and sincerity of the Yaqui 
whom I met that most inspired me.  All I know is that I was deeply 
moved by the experience.  What was meant to be reaching across 
cultures through a generous donation actually became a faith enhancing 
experience for me. 

come full circle from where my spiritual journey started.  By seeing 
myself in those high school students I have been able to answer the 
questions I once asked and to satisfy my past yearning for reassurance 
of the presence of God.  I realized how far I’ve travelled and that, 
although my journey has been long, it has at the same time been 
enlightening.  Although I am far from completing my spiritual journey, 
it is through the sharing of my faith with the teenagers that I began to 
realize where I am with my own faith.  It is through my involvement 
with the youth community that I have begun to recognize what God 
wants from me, which is to provide a light and an example for others 
as their own spiritual journeys begin, while at the same time they 
provide the much needed light that I need in order to continue my own 
faith journey.  

Leading to Another Journey
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“May their souls and the souls of all the faithful departed, through the mercy of God, rest in peace.”

“You have put on Christ, you have been baptized.” (Rite of Baptism)

“I promise to be true to you in good times and in bad, in sickness and in health.  I will love you and honor you all the 
days of my life.”  (Rite of Marriage)

Marriages . . . July-December 2007

Baptism . . . July-December 2007

In Memoriam . . . July - December 2007

Thomas Murphy
Julia J. Mugartegui 

Robert Shorrock 
Stanley Bessey

Loretta K. Mette
Charles Earl Butler

Nancy J. Donahue 
Dorothy Domich 

Genevieve B. Connolly 
Loretta E. Darrow 

James Dallosta
Orni W. McEvilly

Ray E. Ratekin, Jr. 
Deborah M. (Blucher) Boll

Phyllis Cox
William C. Livaich 

Jean Zellmer
Harold John McAleer

Isabella Sandoval
Joseph James Curtin
Jaelyn Joanie Bell

Adam Parra
Lillian Rix

Hugo Jonas Villalba
James Christopher Lazio

Chase Miller
Aldrin Corin Yen

Luke Thomaso Hurley
Lorraine Callesen

William Graves
Jace Francis DeBoo

Ellie Marie Cook
Natalie Hartman

Addison Paige Parker
Dominic Christopher Medina

Lavina Janelle Baird
Finnan Emmett Tierney
Devan Bryce MacLean

Ela Suki Muraoka
Elijah J. Bezanson

Alex Michael Quigley
Claudia Ossa

Alexander James Tate
Naomi Alexa Co Lee
Audrey J. Morrison

Jayna Sophia Romero
Samantha Pareja

Lauren Berry
Mitchell Ryan Sullivan
John Kauffman Damrell

Sullivan Mary Catherine Luther

Jesus Salcedo-Rivas & Cristina Gutiettez Patrick 
J. McCusker & Taryn M. Kannegeisser 

Christopher J. Jackson & Crystal Lee McCune 
Steven M. Schwartz & Alyssa A. Chavez David 

Gonsalves & Eileen Cubanski

Ross Relles, III & Carrie E. Meagher
Daniel Dr. Gillen & Ann P. Perkins

Robert S. Whitlock & Elisa M.Carvalho 
Levi Mathew Ziller & Anna Lia Graziano 
Paul A. Allegretti & Arren M. Mendezona


